
 

 

 

Rosa Grand presents Roses Pizza & More, 

a new and refined restaurant dedicated to high-quality pizza 
After the soft opening this summer, the gourmet pizzeria behind the cathedral 

debuted yesterday with an invitation-only cocktail party 

 

 

Milan, October 11, 2019. Gourmet pizza and bubblies: this is the leitmotif at Roses Pizza & More, the 

new pizzeria that adds to the culinary offerings at Rosa Grand Milano – Starhotels Collezione.  

Located in the intimate and elegant rooms of Rosa Grand and overlooking the central via Beccaria, Roses 

Pizza & More serves artisan pizzas made with select flours and high-quality ingredients alongside 

traditional dishes for a tasty and informal meal.  

The chef behind the pizza menu is Luca De Berardinis, a young pizza maker from Abruzzo who cut his 

teeth in Rome and Velletri under the guidance of the master pizza chef Stefano Colella.  

De Berardinis’ piazzas are inspired by Neapolitan tradition, even if his experience in the capital certainly 

left an impression on his way of making the dish: the crust is slightly thinner than a traditional pizza and 

the centre is more stretched out. 

 

The menu includes classic pizzas and some gourmet options made with soy flour and select DOP products, 

like Piennolo cherry tomatoes, Spilinga Nduja and Burratina di Andria DOP. 

 

One of the most delicious pizzas is without a doubt the signature Rosa Grand, made with soy flour, three-

tomato sauce, prosciutto crudo from Parma aged for 36 months, buffalo mozzarella, porcini mushrooms 

and rocket. 

 



 

 

 

 

All the doughs are left to rise for an extended period of time, with a final maturation, a technique that 

makes the pizza lighter and easier to digest.  

 
 

Roses Pizza & More: 

Rosa Grand Milano – Starhotels Collezione  

Via Cesare Beccaria, 4 Milan 

Tel. +39 02 8831881 

Email: operations@starfood-starhotels.it 

 
HOURS AND PRICES: 

Open every day 

Lunch: from 11.30am to 3.00pm 

Dinner: from 6.00pm to 10.30pm 

Average price: €28 

 
Starhotels 
 
Starhotels, a private, Italian hotel company operating in the upscale and upper scale & luxury sectors, is a market leader in the hospitality industry. The 
chain vaunts 29 hotels located in the heart of the top Italian cities, London, Paris and New York, for a total of 4,100 rooms. 
Starhotels aims to be synonymous with the excellence of Italian hospitality, offering an impeccable service that excels at anticipating the guests’ wishes 
and exceeding their expectations. 
 
The prestigious Starhotels Collezione, twelve fascinating historic residences, each vaunting a strong character and offering memorable experiences – 
icons of style in the most beautiful cities in the world – stand out for their strategic positions, sophisticated design and bespoke services. Starhotels 
Collezione properties are located in New York, Paris, London, Milan, Rome, Florence, Venice, Siena, Trieste and Vicenza.  
 
The Starhotels Premium, situated in the heart of the most beautiful Italian cities, like Milan, Rome, Florence, Naples, Turin, Genoa, Bologna, Parma and 
Bergamo, are characterized by a distinct and contemporary style and by an excellent, welcoming service able to convey an intangible sense of well-being 
to their guests. 
 
 
Press Office 
Email: pressoffice@starhotels.it 
Telephone: 055 3692252 
 
www.starhotels.com 
www.starhotelscollezione.com 
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